
Procurement policies. LLC "Vsevolozhskiy plant of aluminum alloys" (“VZAS”) . 

1 General  

1.1. This Policy Procurement (hereinafter - Policy) sets out the objectives, principles and basic 

rules of the organization and implementation of procurement activities.  

1.2. For purposes of this policy and decision for its development documents for procurement or 

procurement is defined as any activity carried out by the employees of the plant within their 

powers,  

to conclude civil contracts, under which the activities for the acquisition of all types of aluminum 

scrap. 

 

 

2 Scope of the Policy  

2.1. This Policy applies to the activities of OOO "Vsevolozhskiy plant of aluminum alloys" in 

terms of planning and implementation of procurement procedures of search and selection of 

potential contractors, negotiation of contract terms with them as part of the procurement process 

or in the course of pre-contractual negotiations, contracting and monitoring their implementation 

.  

2.2. This policy applies to purchases for the production of business, or in some cases, the repair 

program, investment, financial, administrative, economic and other activities of the plant.  

 

 

3 The purpose and objectives of the procurement  

3.1. The purpose of the procurement activity of "VZAS"  

the timely and full maintenance organization with raw materials, goods, works and services at 

the best possible market prices with the required levels of quality and to achieve additional 

economic benefits in procurement by obtaining from the suppliers (contractors,) price 

preferences and reduce the costs of transportation and storage. 

3.2. Tasks in the field of procurement are:  

3.2.1. ensuring targeted and cost-effective spending organizations for the purchase of goods, 

works and services;  

3.2.2. formation around our organization qualified suppliers, contractors, capable of satisfying 

the needs of our company well;  

3.2.3. prevention of erroneous or fraud in the procurement;  

3.2.4. the creation of a positive reputation of our company as a buyer of goods, works, services, 

and other objects of civil rights.  

 

 

4 Basic principles of procurement  

The basic principles of procurement are:  

4.1. procurement planning in all cases where possible and appropriate, and rapid decision-

making to change plans or to conduct unplanned purchases when you need it;  

4.2. competitive selection of suppliers, contractors, where possible and appropriate, increased 

control over decision-making in situations where competitive choices is impossible or 

impractical;  



4.3. account of features of goods, works, services and the environment in which the purchase is 

carried out;  

4.4. account the totality of the price and non-price factors that determine the cost-effectiveness 

when deciding on the choice of technical and commercial proposals, suppliers, contractors and 

artists;  

4.5. procurement of material resources (hereinafter - Mtr) at prices not higher than the market;  

4.6. analysis of alternative procurement options, including through the possible options for the 

applied technical solutions to reduce the cost of procurement;  

4.7. maximum coverage of the market for goods, works and services for the identification of 

potential sources of supply;  

4.8. ensuring effective control of the organization and implementation of procurement by the 

shareholders and management of the plant;  

4.9. ensure the transparency of procurement activities to an extent sufficient for potential 

contractors, the state of the public; 

4.10. uniformity of procurement procedures and institutional mechanisms for their 

implementation;  

4.11. centralization of the largest and most responsible purchasing of inputs, works and services;  

4.12. separation of powers methodology, monitoring of procurement procedures in order to 

minimize the risk of conflicts of interest;  

4.13. competence of the employees in the preparation and adoption of procurement decisions;  

4.17. the use of modern information and communication technologies, e-commerce and 

electronic document management, automation of typical operations in the procurement; 

 

5 Normative foundations of procurement  

5.1. Purchasing activity of LLC "VZAS" must be carried out in accordance with the legislation 

of the Russian Federation, the provisions of the procurement, and this Policy adopted for its  

development of local regulations governing the organization and conduct of procurement.  

5.2. In the local regulations in the field of procurement recognized procedures for planning, 

preparation and conduct of procurement procedures, monitor their implementation and results.  

5.3. The procedure for the conclusion, modification and termination of contracts and monitoring 

their implementation regulations set of contractual work with the local regulations in the area of 

procurement. 

 

6 General requirements for suppliers, contractors, artists. 

6.1. LLC "VZAS" focuses on work with capacity and qualified suppliers, contractors, having 

financial solvency, and have a positive reputation.  

6.2. In the documents  LLC "VZAS" defining procurement procedures may be laid down to 

experience, the availability of resource (material, technical, financial, human and otherwise) may 

need to  

organizational structure, or system of interaction with contractors (suppliers, subcontractors, 

subcontractors). These requirements must be reasonable, not to create advantageous conditions 

for participation in procurement procedures for the individual participant (individual members) 

do not lead to a restriction or elimination of competition among potential suppliers, contractors, 

artists. When you purchase must be absent  

limit access to participation in the procurement by establishing requirements for the participants 

immeasurable purchase.  

6.3. In the event there are preferences for certain groups of suppliers, contractors, artists, 

information about it should be formally announced.  



 

 

7.1. Our company focuses on the acquisition of high-quality goods, works, services and other 

benefits of meeting the requirements of the destination, with the necessary consumer properties 

and technical features,  

environmental and occupational safety.  

7.2. Purchased inputs, goods and equipment must, unless otherwise stated, be new, not used 

before the former, must be made known and reliable manufacturer with a positive business 

reputation.  

7.3. Contractor shall be performed by qualified personnel using modern production technologies 

and project management, using modern and quality materials.  

7.4. Services should be provided by qualified personnel using modern methods, approaches, 

concepts, and technologies.  

 

 

8 The methods employed procurement  

8.1. For procurement by our company, the following methods of procurement: 

8.1.1. competition - a competitive way of purchase, assuming receipt of applications at least 

three of the participants with the obligatory conclusion of the contract with the winner (if 

detected). Competition may be open or closed to flow in one or more stages;  

8.1.2. Request for Proposals - competitive procurement method in which the organizer in 

advance inform suppliers about the need for products, is inviting proposals and after one or more 

steps may contract to the qualified bidder whose proposal best meets the declared requirements. 

Request for proposals may  

be open or closed to flow in one or more stages;  

8.1.3. RFQ is competitive procurement method in which the organizer in advance inform 

suppliers about the need for products, establishes the requirements for it, as well as contractual 

terms, other than price, is inviting proposals and may contract to the qualified bidder whose 

proposal has the lowest price. RFQ takes place in one step without negotiation and can be open 

or closed;  

8.1.4. Competitive negotiations - a competitive procurement method in which the organizer after 

talks with sufficient to ensure effective competition, the number of participants enter into a 

contract with one of them (or more, if it turned out to be necessary). Competitive negotiation 

may be open or closed to flow in one or more stages;  

8.2. Conditions for the application of procurement procedures and the procedure for carrying out 

and documenting determined by local regulations of the company in the field of procurement.  

 

 

9 Ensure transparency in procurement  

9.1.1. A brief and clear description of the foundations of the procurement system;  

9.1.2. Basic local regulations in the area of procurement;  

9.1.3. Clarification of the rights to appeal the actions or omissions of employees involved in 

procurement activities;  

9.1.4. Contact information for complaints and suggestions;  

9.2. General Director of the company deals with complaints and handling of potential contractors 

and participants in procurement procedures and make decisions on them in accordance with this 

Policy. 



 

 

10 Our company is focused on using a single classifier of goods, works, services and other 

objects of civil rights.  

 

 

11 Purchases of research, development, design and survey works. 

 

11.1. In agreement with the research or project organization should provide that the contractor or 

designer negotiates all the specific technical solutions, the choice of specific brands or models of 

basic technological equipment, specific production technologies work and other characteristics 

that limit future competition in procurement with our company. 

 


